ARTISTS SPACE

MAY 31 – JUNE 30

RECYCLING L.A.
JANEK BIELSKI
RON GOLAN, ERIC KAHN,
RUSSELL N. THOMSEN
(Central Office of Architecture)
SHEILA KLEIN, NORMAN MILLAR
(of A Z)
HEATHER KURZE, KATHY
LINDSTROM, PAIGE NORRIS
CHARLES & ELIZABETH LEE
WARREN WAGNER, EDWARD WEBB
(Wagner + Webb Architecture)

Organized by BARBARA GOLDSTEIN

An exhibition critiquing the architecture of Los Angeles and presenting six projects by emerging architects from that region.

DISARMING GENRES
JOAN BRADERMAN
KAUCYILA BROOKE & JANE COTTIS
NORMAN COWIE
JOHN GREYSON
CHIP LORD
TONY RAMOS
RE A TAJIRI

Organized by MICKI McGEE

A program of videotapes deconstructing film and television genres.

LOOP 2: CULTURES CONVERGE
FRANCOIS ALACQUE, Canada
MERCEDES BARROS, Brazil
VINZENZ BRINKMANN, W. Germany
TERRY CHAN, Hong Kong
JARG M. GEISMAR, W. Germany
JAGODA PRZYBYLAK & JANUSZ BAKOWSKI, Poland
EVA SCHICKER, Switzerland
KIKO TAKAGI, Japan

A continuous film installation event organized by ATW, an international artists network.

COMING ATTRACTIONS:
NEW NARRATIVES ON RACE & SEXUALITY
Two evening screenings of films in progress by independent filmmakers

PEGGY AHWESH • SHU LEA CHEANG • LARRY CHARTY • MOYRA DAVEY • RODDY BOGAWA • PAPER TIGER TV, SIMONE FARKHOIDEH & KELLY ANDERSON • and more...

Organized by RODDY BOGAWA • MAY 25 & 26 • 8 PM • $4

*Opening:
MAY 31, 1990
Thursday, 5-8 pm

223 West Broadway
(Between Franklin & White Streets in Tribeca)